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Information needed to find the correct handhole plate. 

 

Q: What information do I need to know to narrow my search for the correct 

Handhole Replacement Plate? 

A: The following information is always helpful when searching for the correct plate. 

 

Size 

– Width and length (inside dimensions) 

 

Shape 

– Obround, Elliptical, or other 

 

Flat or Curved 

– Radius of curve and curved axis 

 

Bolt Type 

– Loose Bolt or Solid Bolt 

 

Boiler’s Working Pressure 

– Low Pressure or High Pressure 

 

Material Make of the Plate 

– Cast Iron or Steel 

 

Boiler Manufacturer 

– Model # or Horse Power 

 

 

Measuring the Handhole Plates Width and Length 

 

Q: I do not know the size of the Handhole Plate. How should I measure it? 

A: It is best to measure the hole in the boilers shell, the one you are trying to seal with the 

handhole plate. Another more accurate way is to take the Inside Dimensions (I.D.) of the 

handhole plate itself. From shoulder to shoulder or hump to hump. Using a caliper is 

always helpful.   

 

Q: Should I measure the Inside Dimensions of the gasket? 

A: It is important to measure the Handhole Plate itself and NOT the gasket. The gasket 

could be warped and stretched out, or it could have been the wrong gasket in the first 

place.  

 

Q: Why should I measure the Inside Dimensions of the Handhole Plate? 

A: The width of the flange going around the handhole plate (“gasket seat”, or where the 

gasket sits) may vary plate to plate, more commonly seen on Cast Iron Handhole Plates 

due to old patterns. That’s why it is best to take the Inside Dimensions. 
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Handhole Plate Shape Identification  

 

Q: What Shape is my handhole plate? 

A: The most common shapes out there today are Elliptical and Obround.  

 

Q: What is the difference between Elliptical and Obround shaped Handhole Plates? 

A: Elliptical (or Oval) plates look more like an egg.  Obround (or Oblong) looks more 

like a race track; with parallel or straight sides. 

 

Q: My plate is NOT Elliptical or Obround. Are these plates still available? 

A: Years ago was more common to have Diamond or Pear Shaped Handhole Plates. 

Some of those odd shaped plates are still in use, but uncommon. If you are in need of 

Round, Diamond or Pear Shaped handhole plates, we may have the ability to make them 

as long as we have a sample or drawing to reference.  

 

  

High Pressure vs. Low Pressure 

Cast Iron vs. Forged Steel 

 

Q: How do I know if my boiler is considered “Low Pressure” or “High Pressure”? 

A: Any boiler running over 50 lbs is considered to be “High Pressure”. Boilers running 

up to 15 lbs are considered “Low Pressure” and 15 lbs to 50 lbs are considered “Medium 

Pressure”. 

 

Q: Should I use a Cast Iron or Forged Steel plate? 

A: Forged Steel handhole plates can be used on either High or Low Pressure applications. 

Cast Iron handhole plates are recommended only for Low Pressure applications.  

 

Q: How high of a Pressure can I use the Forged Steel Plates on? 

A: Integral stud Elliptical Forged Steel Plates are rated for 725 PSI at 650 DEG F.  

Weld Stud Elliptical Forged Steel Plates are rated for  

1000 PSI at 650 DEG F (3 x 4), and 1050 PSI at 650 DEG F (3 ½ x 4 ½).  

 

 

Measuring the Curve 

 

Q: What types of applications require a curved handhole plate? 

A: Most Scotch Marine boilers, Vertical Shell boilers, and Pressure Vessels (all high and 

low pressures) will more likely have curved plates on them, because they are curved all 

the way around. Curved plates may also be used on various Tanks, Headers and Drums.  

 

Q: What kind of application requires a flat handhole plate? 

A: Firebox boilers (or Locomotive type boilers), or boilers that use a Weld Ring will 

usually have flat plates.  
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Q: Is my handhole plate curved or flat? How do I tell? 

A: It can be deceiving to look at the bottom of the plate, because many curved plates are 

flat on the bottom but curved where the gasket sits. This is most common on Cast Iron 

handhole plates. 

 

Looking at the handhole plate’s “gasket seat flange” (on  the top of where the gasket is 

supposed to sit), you may be able to see if the plate is curved or flat.  

 

It is best to know where the plate is going on the boiler. If the handhole plate is to be 

flush with the inside of the boiler shell, where the shell of the boiler is curved, then the 

plate needs to match that curved dimension. If there is no curve to the shell of the boiler 

where the plate is going, or there is the use of a Weld Ring, the plate is most likely flat. 

 

Q: If I have a curved handhole plate. What does the Radius of the plate mean? 

A: We match the Inside Dimensions of the Boilers Shell to the Radius of the handhole 

plate.  

 

Q: How do I take the Inside Dimensions of the Boilers Shell to match with the 

Radius of the curved plate? 

A: The following formula should be used to take the Inside Dimensions of the Boilers 

Shell when matching a handhole plate 

 
(Outside Diameter of Boilers Shell) – (Insulation thickness Around Boiler x 2) – (Boiler Shell Thickness x 2) 

2 

 

This equation will give you the Radius you need to match with the right plate.  

 

Identifying Curves: Formed Axis 

 

Q: Are there different types of curves? How do I know which axis my curve is on? 

A: Yes, handhole plates can be curved on the either the Long Axis (“Y Type”) or the 

Short Axis (“Z-Type”) 

 

Q: How do I know if my handhole plate has a “Y-Type” curve (or curved on the 

Long Axis)?  

A: Usually, curved handhole plates are formed along the Long Axis, or “Y-Type” (which 

is seen on our Curve Diagram Chart). An installed handhole plate with a “Y-Type” curve 

sits with the longer axis vertical on a Scotch Marine Boilers Shell. On a Vertical Boilers 

Shell, the longer axis of the Y-Type curved handhole plate sits horizontally.  

 

Q: How do I know if my handhole plate has a “Z-Type” curve (or curved on the 

Short Axis)?  

A: Curved plates that are formed along the Short Axis, or “Z-Type” (which is seen on our 

Curve Diagram Chart), are usually used on Vertical Upright Boilers, Headers, Pipes or 

Drums. An installed handhole plate with a “Z-Type” curve sits with the longer axis 

horizontal on a Scotch Marine Boilers Shell. On a Vertical Boilers Shell, the longer axis 

of the Y-Type curved handhole plate sits vertical.  
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Handhole Plate Bolt Types 

 

Q: Why are some bolts removable on handhole plates?  

A: When a plate has a removable bolt, we call it, “Loose Bolt”. A Loose-Bolt type 

handhole plate is used when there is a tight space involved during installation. This could 

be caused by limited space inside the boiler itself, in relation to the hole being sealed. It 

may also be caused by a deep Weld Ring.  

 

Q: Can I use a plate that has a Solid Bolt on such applications.  

A: Every installation is different when installing handhole plates. Many of our Solid-Bolt 

type handhole plates have a slightly off-set stud to make the installation easier on the 

jobsite.  

We also have Retro-Fit Assemblies available which have many benefits if you are 

replacing plates on different makes of boilers. 

 

Universal Retro-Fit Handhole Plate Assemblies 

 

Q: What is a Retro-Fit Handhole Assembly? 

A: OSCO Retro-Fit Boiler Handhole Assemblies have been designed to work as a 

universal replacement for most applications. The Assemblies include Patch Ring, a flat 

Handhole Plate, Gasket, and Yoke. We designed the Retro-Fit Assemblies to replace the 

majority of handhole plates you will find on the jobsite. It eliminates the need to keep 

multiple sizes and types of plates with you when approaching a job. 

 

Q: Does the Retro-Fit Handhole Assembly Line work on high pressure applications? 

A: The OSCO Retro-Fit Handhole Assemblies are available in 3 x 4 Elliptical and 

Obround and 3 ½ x 4 ½ Elliptical. The Elliptical Retro-Fit Assemblies are Forged Steel 

and are available up to 725 PSI at 650 DEG F.  

 

Obround Retro-Fit Assemblies are available only in cast iron and are used for low 

pressure applications.     

 

 

Boiler Make, Model Number, Horse Power 

 

Q: What if I only know the Boiler’s manufacturer for the handhole plates I am 

looking for? 

A: Knowing the Boiler Manufacturer may be enough to narrow your search down to find 

the correct plate. Also knowing the Horse Power of the boiler will allow you narrow the 

search, especially when looking for curved plates.  

 

Q: How else can I find the correct Handhole Plate replacement? 

A: If you know the make and model number of the boiler it is helpful. Our literature and 

reference charts go back to the 1923 and earlier. Any casting numbers or part numbers 

read off the handhole plate or boiler itself will be beneficial to you in narrowing your 

search. 


